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identity is a 2003 american spy thriller film about a man with amnesia who tries to find the identity of his captor. he remembers nothing about his past, and has to fight for his
survival against a team of assassins sent to kill him. he also suspects that his captor is a member of an intelligence agency. as long as you’ve been alive you’ve heard the phrase
“he’s on to you”. well, the identity of “him’”, it’s anthony michael hall, has been found. the movie identity stars anthony michael hall in the lead role as a man who is kidnapped,

suffering from amnesia, and trying to regain his memory. while he is trying to figure out who he is and who is after him, he is forced to struggle to stay alive. director jason reitman
told popcornbiz in a recent interview that his portrayal of this character in the movie is “pretty much a continuation of who i am as a person.” he continued, “that character is sort of

like me and i feel like i’ve been on the planet for a long time and i’m not an alien, but he’s the alien.” the movie identity is based on the novel “the bourne identity” by robert
ludlum, published in 1989. the book was a best-seller and inspired several sequels, including the classic, the bourne supremacy. the film, which stars anthony michael hall, is a
sequel to the recent “the bourne identity” film and features mostly the same crew. download dual audio hindi dubbed movies in 480p, 720p, 1080p quality with fast and secure

download links. all movies and series are completely free to download and watch online. and all links are working even after the complete videos have been downloaded
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